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We consider k-regular graphs with specifki edge co~ectivhy and show how some classical 
theorems and some new results concerning the existence of matchings iu such graphs can be 
proved by using the polyhedral characterization of Edmonds. ltn addition, we show that iower 
bounds of LovasZ and Phunmer on the number of perfect ma:l&ings in bicritical graphs can be 
improved for cubic bicritical graphs. 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite loopless gaph with nodeset V and edgeset E. A 
matching in G 
matching which is with a& nodes but one is caIled near pe+ct. 
A graph is called ctifkal graph obtained 
ntxie and its incident edgp?;s has a l-factor. Equivqlently, G is critical 
each u, there near perfect matching deficient Note a 
necessary condition for G to be critical that\ VI be 
A graph graph obtained pair of nodes 
their incident edges has a l-factor. pair of nodes, 
it is immediate that more &.o nodes, then 
Note G is bicritical only if the obtained 
node is critical. given by 
[II], [17] and [18], they were shown play a major role 
Lo&z and 1.~6s~ and 
Plummer [13] when establishing 
6(S), denote the set of edges incident with 
node of S. We abbreviate a(v) for any v E V, For any S c v we let 
denote the set of edges both in S. Finally, G(S) 
<the subgraph that is, = (S, r(S)). We say 
regular of degree k if IS(uj\ = k fior every 2) E V. 
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Let x = (3: i E E) be any vector indexed by the edges of G. Then for any J s E, 
we let x(J) =I& 9. Thus, in particuk., x@(u)) denotes the sum of the xs over 
ihose edges j incident with u. A matchi~rg uector is a 0-l valued vector x E lFBE 
such that the set of edges for which Xi = 1 is a matching in G. (In other words, a 
matchbing vector is the incidence vector of a matching.) The matching polytope 
P(G) is defined to be the convex hull of all matching, vectors. The following 
characterizations of the matching polytope have been proved: 
Thmrem B (Birkhoff [3n. If G is bipartite, &den P(G) =(x E RE : 
x,SO for all jEE, 
x@(i))< 1 for all i E v). 
U-1) 
(1.2) 
Tkorem 2 (Edmonds [6]). FOP any graph G, P(G) =(x eIWE : 
A+ ~0 for all jeE, 
x@(i))< 1 for all i E V, 




The proof of Theorem 2 is more difikult than that of Theorem 1. Recently 
elegant short proofs have been found by I ovasz [12] and Seymour [19]. The 
pt?rl’, ct matching polytope, F(G), is defined to be the convex hull of the incidence 
vtxctlI:rs of the l-factors of G. Therefore F(G) is a face of P(G) and so &near 
systc ins sticient to define F(G) for bipartite and general graphs can be obtained 
by ck anging the inequalities (1.2) and (1.4) respectively to equations. Our interest 
here, i~owever, is not in reproving these theorems, but in using them to establish 
propt:rtie s of regular graphs. As an example of this type of technique, we show 
how the following classical result of Konig [Sj can be derived from Theorem 1. 
Jlra:rern 3. If G is a k-regular bipartite gmph, then the edges of G can be 
pati tioned into k I- factms. 
:f. We show that a k-regular bipartite graph has a l-factor, from which the 
resul t will follow, since the deletion of a l-factor from a k-regular graph leaves a 
k - ‘1 regular graph. Let 5 eRE be dctined by pji = l/k for all j E E. Then it is easily 
checked, using Thc:orern 1, that zi E P(0). Therefore 6 is a convex combination of 
mate hing vectors, at least one of which must have x(E) 2 6(E) = $ IV!. Therefore 
at lel;lst one must be the incidence vector of l-factor, proving the result. Cl 
In the following sectiail we prove several results concerning matchings in 
regular igraphs using this technique. Then in Section 3 we present a iow,er bound 
on thle number of l-factors of 3-regular bicritical graphs which is an improvement 
on the bounds of Lov;isz snd Plummer [13] for general bicritical graphis. 
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We say that G is k-edge connectd 8 the deletion of any set of less than k edges 
results in a connected graph. Several special cases of the zfoUowing :theore.m are 
quite well known and can be proved by making use of Tutte’s theorem [20] on the 
existence of a l-factor of a gtaph. However, the general result can be proved very 
simply, using Theorem 2. . 
Theorem 4. Let G be a k-regdar (k-l)-edge connected graph for which IV1 is 
even. Tl%e?l 
(i) ~IZIY edge of G bebngs t;o a l-factor, 
(ii) for my d vector c = (cj: j E E) of edge costs, there is Q l-factor F of G SUCK 
that c(F) a c(E)lk. 
Pro&. As in the case of Theorem 3, proving this theorem consists prim81ily of 
showing that the vector 6 =(q = l/k;: j E E) is in P(G). It is immediate that C 
satisfies (1.3) and (1.4). In fact, ii@(i)) = 1 for all i E K Now consider any SEA. 
The.n since IV\ is even, S# V so since G is & - 1 edge connected, \a(S)i~ k - 1. 
But since 2 Ir(S)l+ IS(S)1 = k l ISI and ISI is odd it follows that la(S)\ and k must 
have the same parity, so /S(S)@ k and so +Z(b;(S))@ 1. Therefore ij(r(S))g 
$(lSl- 1) so 5 satisfies (1.5) and so 6 E P(G). 
Therefore i! is a convex comb&&n of matching vectors all of which must 
satisfy (1.4) with equality. In other words, all of these are the incidence vectors of 
l-factors. Since Cj >O for all i E E, at least one of these l-factors must include i
for each j E E. This proves (i), and (ii) follows immediately f!rom the fact that at 
least one of these :&idence vectors x of l-factors must satisfy c l x a c l fi = 
c(B)/k. n 
We remark that assertion (ii) of Theorem 4 cannot be strengthened in general, 
since a l-factor of a k-regular graph G = (V, E) contains exactly lEl/k edges. 
The best known instance of Theorem 4 is the following classical result of 
Pet.ersen. A graph is c&c if it is 3-regular and bridgeless if it is 2-edge connected. 
cm (Petersen [16]). A cubic bridgdess graph has a l-factor. 
One reason for interest in this result is that the four colour theorem has long 
been known to be equivalent o e assertion that the edges of every cubic 
bridgeless pkwaar graph can be partitioned into three l-factors. This is equivallent 
to the assertion that the edges of a cubic bridgeless planar graph can be coloured 
in three colours, such that no node is intident with two edges of the same coBour. 
Such a colouring is called a Tait coZourria;rg. (See Biggs et al. [l, Chapter lo], for 
the history of Petersen’s theorem, ait colourings as well as translations of the 
original pwpers.) The assertion that every cubic bridgeless planar graph has a Tait 
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colourinp has the following pcllyhedral analogue: If G is a cubiic bridgeless planar 
graph, tl en the vector c s (cj = 5: i E E) is a convex combination of ihree vertices 
of p(G). (In fact, since c(E) = j\ IEI, it is clear that if u can be expressed as a 
convex combination of vertices of P(G), then each such vertex x must satisfy 
x(E) = 4 IE!. ‘Ih ‘s is, x must bse the incidence vector of a l-factor of 6. Therefore 
all these vertices must also be vertices of p(G), so the choice of “F(G)” or 
“P(G)” in the preceding statement is somewhat arbitrary). The well known 
Petersen graph, denoted by Gp., provided an example which showed that the 
planarity requirement was indeed necessary. However, some time before the four 
colour theorem was proved. D. R. Fulkerson observed that it was possible to paint 
tile edges of GP with six colours, such that each edge had two distinct colours, and 
such that each node was incident with edges painted with all six colours. (See also 
Berge [2].) He made the following conjecture, which is still not settled: If G is a 
cubic bridgeless graph then the edges can be six-painted in the manner described 
above. Thir; is equivalent to the assertion tha; if G is a cubic bridgeless graph, 
then ii is a convex combination of at most six vertices of p(G). Note that since the 
dimerlsion of F(Gp) is easily seen to be 5, it follows from Caratheodory’s theorem 
[4] that every member of P(GF”) can be expre :sed as a convex combination of 6 
vertices, which ,roves the Fulkerson conjectm e for the Petersen graph. (In fact, 
since the Peterz;:n graph has only six l-factors, the result is immediate.) However, 
it can be tieen that if G is a cubic graph with the property that IS(S)! >3 for all 
S .s V such that ISI 2 3, odd, then din@(G)) = $n - 1 or $nz, depending on 
whether or not G is bipartite. ((See Theorem 9.) Therefore a stronger argument 
would ha.ve to be used to settle the general conjecture. 
Let 1 (2) denote the constant vector obtained by assigning l(2) to each edge of 
a graph. ‘Yhe Fulkerson conjecture can then br: restated as follows: For a cubic 
bridgeless graph G, 2 can be obtained by the addition of incidence vectors of 
l-factors. :5eymour [19] has shown that 2 can always be obtained by the addition 
ant3 subtrz-rction of incidence vectors of perfect matchings. Moreover, so too can 1 
unless the graph has a subgraph homeomorphic to the Petersen graph. 
Little et al. [9] and Nzddef [14] proved the following analogue of Theorem 4, 
for the cas:: in which IV1 is odd. Again, we can show that it is a simple 
consequence of Theorem 2. 
5. Let G = (V, E) &e a k-regular (k - I)-edge connected graph for which 
1 VI is odd, T%n G is critical!. 
elof, Since I IfI is odd, k must be even. Let n = IV1 and let I+ = 
(ti, = (n - 1 b/(kn)). We use Theorem 2 to show that fi E P(G). Again (1.3) and 
( 1 A) are -easily seen to be sati:&ed, in fact, G@(i)) = (n - 1)/n < 1 for all i E V. ‘iet 
SE% If S== V then #):=E so %+(r(S))=3k=n*(n-l)/(kn)=&-1) so (1.5) is 
satisfied with equdi&. If S c V, then Is(S)la(k - 1) and IS(!S)l is even, so 
(8(S)l a k. Therefore @(r(S)) =+(k l ISI - k) l (n - l)/(kn) = i(lSl- l)(n - 1)/n C 
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$(lSl- 1), so (1.5) is satisfied. Therefore i+ E P(G) and so is a convex combination 
of matching vectors X, each of which satisfies x(E) = $(n - l), in other words, each 
*of w%ich must be the incidence vector of a near perfect matching of G. Moreover, 
since *(b;(i)) < 1 for all i E V, it follows that for each i E V, at least one of these 
near perfect i~tchings must be defitient at i. ‘Thus G is crItical. U 
It was shown in [18] that for a graph G = (V, E), G contains no cutnode and is 
critical if and only if G has \E\ afhnely independent near perfect matching vectors. 
In proving Theorem 5 we indirectly proved a much weaker result, namely that 
every edge of a critical graph belongs to a near perfect matching, since %j >O for 
all GEE. 
Similarly, since +(7(S)) <&IS\ - 1). for all S c V, ISI odd and ISI 3 3, it follows 
that for each such S there exists at least one near p=rfect matching x such that 
d%n r(S) is not a near perfect matching of G(S). Moreover, since *(y(S))= 
i(lS\ - 1) Q (n - 1)/n >$(lSl - 3), it follows that there must also exist another near 
perfect matching X such that X n r(S) is a near perfect matching of G(S). 
We say that G is weakly k-edge cannectti if the deletion of a set of fewer than 
k edges disconnects the graph only if it is the set of all edgy adbcent to a single 
node. The following was proved in [14]. However, once again, the result follows 
from Theorem 2. 
Theorem 6. Let G = (V, E) be a k-remZar, weakly (k + l)-edge connected graph 
with an even number of nodes. 7hm G is bicriticar if ad only if G is nonbipartite. 
mf. If G is bipartite then by considering two nodes which belong to the same 
part of G, it is easily seen that G is not bicritical. Conversely, suppose that G is 
nonbipartite. Let u, 2) E V Because of our connectivity hypothesis, G cannot have 
a cutnode so since G is non-bipartite there exists a simple path I’ joining u and v 
having odd length 2t + 1. We defme a vector iii by letting $j i= l/(k + 1) if i is the 
first, third, fifth, . . . , 2t+ 1 edge of r; 4 =(2/k)- l/(k + 1) fam all other edges i of 
r; (;ij = l/k for all edges i of G not in K As before, it is; easily verified that 
& E P(G), for (1.3) and (‘1.4) are immediate and (1.5) follows from the facts that 
Gj a l/(k + 1) for all i E E and IS(S k + 1 for all S ~9 (iml9ied by the COMW- 
tivity hypothesis). Therefore, Cs is a wnvex combination of ve&ices of Y(G), all of 
which must satisfy x@(i)) = 1 for all i E V-{u, v) and at least one of which, 2, 
must satisfy a@(u)) - Z@(v)) = 0, since &(6(i)) = 1 if and only if if V-(u, v). 
Thus the graph obtained from G by deleting u anci v has a l-factor and the result 
follows. q 
The graph of Fig. 1 is an example of a graph which is nonbipartite, 3-regular 
and 3-edge connected but not bicritical, since it is easily checked that no l-factor 
can exist if nodes u and v are deleted. However, note that this graph is not 
weakly &edge connected, since lsl(a, b, c})\ = 3. If this triangle were contracted to 
a single vertex, then the resulting graph would be 3=regular, wea’kly 4-edge 
connected and not bicritical, but it would alscb e bipartite, 
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Fig. 1. 
If G is bipartite, blut connected, then there exists an odd length path r joining 
two nodes of G i2 and only if they belong to opposite parts. Therefore, we can use 
the identical proof technique used in the proof of Theorem 6, together with 
Theorem 1, to obtain the following. 
Theorem 7. Let G = I( V~ E) be a k-regula;P connected bipartite graph. Then for any 
rwdes u, II belonging to diflerent pans of G, the graph obta.ined from G by deleting u
and v has a I-fczctor. 
In fact, this theorem 
[lo], Proposition (3.4). 
We rsmark that the 
could be restricted toI 
also follows easily from results of Hetyei [7], see Lov&z 
condition on edge connectivity in Theorems 4,5, and 6 
conditions on IS(S)] for S ~2. (This is the idea behind 
Seymo&s definition of au r-graph [19] zm r-regular graph such that each odd 
subset of codes has at least r edges in the coboundary.) In fact, we can, by using 
the characterization of the minimal set of inequalities necessary to define P(G) 
given in [ 181, restrict ourselves to sets S 5 V such that G(S) is critical and 
contains no cutnode. 
3. Lower lhmds OR the ~mnber of madcbgs &I cubic bic&iad graphs 
A set 9 of subsets of V is said to be nested if any two members A, B of Y’ are 
either disjoint or else one is conttined in the other. We will say that S z V is 
critical if ISI 2 3 and G(S) is critica?. A critical set S z V is called tight if G has a 
1 -iactor and every l-f ;ctor of G contains exactly one edge of S(S). 
Let 9 be a nested family of subsets of V such that G(S) is connected for all 
S E 9. We define G x Y’, the graph obtained from G by shrinking $Y, to be the graph 
obtained from G by Icontracting all those edges i E r(!3) for: all maximal, members 
S cf 9’. Thus the noc%izs of G x Sp are (of two types. A real node is simply a ntie, of 
G. A pseeudo n de corresponds to a maximal member S of Sp, and is incident with 
every i E S(S). For ariry X% V, we let Y(X) denote the subfamily of Sp, consisting 
of all those S E gr’ satisfying S c X_ 
A nested family S of critical subsets of V is said to have the odd cycle g~~perty 
if for evr:ry S E 9, the graph G(S) X 9(S) is nonbipartite. 
NaddeE [14, IS] proved the following: 
%‘IB~URWII 8. Let G be a cmnected @upfir s&z that ez~ery -edge b&ngs to so%yle 
l-factor, and let 9 be a maximaZ nested fmily of tight critical subsets of V laming 
the o&f qde property. ?%en the rank of the set of irhhce vectors of the l-factors 
of G, denoted by r(G), is given by 
(ljf G is not connected, ithen replace the “2” by 1 i-p wtire p is the number of 
con~cte4i comporwnts.) 
Let 41;(G) dc:note the number of l-factors of G. Then we have the following: 
Thewe~~ 9. Let G = (V, E) be a k-regzl lat weakly (k + I&)-edge cmnected graph 
with! an euen number of zmtices. Then 
Pro&. As% the proof of Theorems 4 and 5, it is straightforward to show that 
3 ~(4~ = l/k: j EE) is a member of P(G) and that fi(y(S))<$(iS]- 1) for all S ~9 
unless IV- Sl = 1. Therefore for each such S, there exists a l-factor whose 
incidence vector x satisfies x(y(S))<i(#l- 1). Therefore if 9’ is a nested family et 
tight icritical subsets of V, lsPl< 1. (If G is bipartite, then \sOl= 0; if 
nonbipartite, then IsPI = 1.) ‘I’hf result now follows from Theortsm 8, 
@(G) 23 r(G). Cl 




observing that the constraint (1.5) for S satisfying 1 V- Sl = 1 is a linear combina- 
tion of equalities (1.4). Therefore the rank of the linear sub-system of (1.3)-(1.5) 
satisfied with equality by all l-factors of G is the rank of the incidence matrix of 
is?, which is IV1 if G is nonbipartite of I VI - 1 if G is bipartite, Therefore, since 
r(G) is equal to \I?( + 1 minus the rank of this subsYstem, the result follows. 
For cubic weakly 4-edge connected graphs, Theorem !? gives @(G) a$ IV1 + 1. 
When [VI = 10, the Petersen graph attains this bound. An open question is 
whether or not there exists another weakly 4-edge connected cubic graph G = 
(V, E) with 1 VI 3 10, for which @(G) = ($ I VI) + 1. 
L~v&sz and Plummer [13] gave the following lower boun& on Q(G) for 
bicritical graphs. 
110 [13, Corollaries 5.51 and 5.6.21. If G =(V, E) is bicritieul then 
(i) @(G)a$(IEI-iV\)+2, 
(ii) @(G)a(\E)-$ \Vl)+3. 
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In the case that G is cubic, WG can obtain the following &rengthening of these 
results, which. is conjectured by Lov&z and Plummer to be the best possible in the 
general CSe, 
Theorem II, Let G = ( V, E) be a cubic bicritical graph. Then @(G) 3 $1 VI -I- 1. 
(Note ,rh.at if G is cubic, then IEI = 4 [VI SJ the bounds of Theorem 10 are 
@@jag IV!+2 and @(G)>3.) 
&of. We will show that for any S ~9 either there is a l-factor F containing 
fewer than ##- 1) edges of r(S) or else IV- = 1. s 
for 9’ as 8, 
G is G has no so ISS)la 3 for every 41. Therefore 
we zi = (iii = 4: E) to P(G). S C_ V, 
with ISI 2 3, a4 so fi(r(S))< 
$( ISI - 1). Therefore there exists -factor satisfying JF f7 r(S)) < &( - 1). 
Now suppose that IS(S)l and IV- Sl> 1. G is is 
incident of 5 and V - S. (If be a 
cutnode be removed an odd 
a, b, c of 5’ adjacent o nodes of 
V-- S. (See Fig. 2.) Let F1 be a l-factor of G -(by c} and let F2 be a l-factor of 
G -{b’, ~3. It is easily verified that the edge joining a and a’ will belong to both 
F1 and F,, so 
F = (Fl n y(S)) \J (F2 - y(S)) U 5(S) 
is a h-factor of G satisfying (F n y(S)\ ~~$(lSl-- 1). \23 
b o--_-- 
Fig. 2. 
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